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Farm Control SBE by Arntjen - the smart control for dairy cow barns -.
!
24/7 overview of your barn systems, e.g. temperature, rain, wind, humidity,
W
E
ammonia, etc. Control of curtains, fans, lighting and much more.
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State-of-the-art barn technology
Developed in cooperation with farmers around the globe!
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Arntjen Curtain-Systems

Arntjen Doors

Arntjen Lighting Ridges

Arntjen-LED-LIGHT

Arntjen Throughs

Calf Hutches

Arntjen Stabling

Slurry Mixers

Arntjen Germany
D-26180 Rastede
Tel:
(0 44 02) - 92 40 0
Fax:
(0 44 02) - 92 40 92

GmbH
E-Mail:
Internet:

info@arntjen.com
www.arntjen.com

Oversized Fans 7m

Scraper Systems

Comfort Beds

Arntjen

Germany
GmbH

D-26180 Rastede
Tel: +49 (0) 4402 - 9240 - 0
Fax: +49 (0) 4402 - 9240 - 92

E-mail: info@arntjen.com
Internet: www.arntjen.com

Curtain: opens from top to bottom

Curtain Dual: opens top/bottom, shadow effect

ISO Lift-Windows

Fold up Door

Ventilation/lighting ridge

Ridge with Air flaps

ISO-Lighting ridge M4 (DBGM) Type Germany

Parlour Fan

ARNTJEN-LED-LIGHT®
floodlights (120° Angle of radiation)
with adjustable fixing bracket
50 watts Color 4000K
pcs 09420
Color 4000K
10 pcs or more s6097
50 watts Color 5700K
pcs 09421
Color 5700K
10 pcs or more s6098
100 watts Color 4000K
Stückpcs 09400
Color 4000K
10 pcs or more s6090
100 watts Color 5700K
Stückpcs 09401
Color 5700K
10 pcs or more s6091
150 watts Color 4000K
Stückpcs 09402
Color 4000K
10 pcs or more s6092
150 watts Color 5700K
Stückpcs 09403
Color 5700K
10 pcs or more s6093
200 watts Color 4000K
Stückpcs 09404
Color 4000K
10 pcs or more s6094
200 watts Color 5700K
Stückpcs 09405
Color 5700K
10 pcs or more s6095
5700K = longer delivery time
Attachment kit (for wood) consisting of:
1,5" tube galvanized, clamping bracket 1,5"
and screws
Suspension set, tube 1m
s6087
tube 2m
s6088
tube 3m
s6089
Screw set for mounting
s6096
2. floodlights on 1 suspension tube
application:
 Livestocks stables, riding stables, workshops, yard and silo areas
 Color temperature 4000K / 5700K (daylight white)
 IP66 Protection against dust and water jets
 Seven-year warranty*³

With our LED floodlights
you win on 2 sides:
1.electricity savings up to 70/90%.
2.healthier cows, more feed intake,
more milk up to 15%*¹

3. Ridges/Lights

ARNTJEN-LED-LIGHT®
floodlights

Item
no.

4. Fans

Description

5. Beddings

Item

6. Waterers

GMBH
An der Brücke 33-35
D-26180 Rastede
Tel: +49 (0) 4402 - 9240 - 0 E-mail: info@arntjen.com
Fax: +49 (0) 4402 - 9240 - 92 Web: www.arntjen.com

2. Doors

1. Curtains

Germany

7. Cow brush

Arntjen

Color temperatur
Color rendering index
Chip efficiency
Lumen continuity
Light outlet

4000K / 5700K*⁴ (daylight white)
Ra > 85-87
>135 Lumen / watts
80% at 50.000 hrs.
120° Angle of radiation

*¹ Report, *² Calculations, *³ warranty, *⁴ longer delivery time

dimensions and technical data without obligation.

further developments, improvements,
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design and price changes are reserved.

9. Barn equipment
12. Special products

Save electricity with ARNTJEN-LED-LIGHT and
earn money with more milk! *²

Prices in €uro plus taxes, EXW issued: II 01.09.22

5 Pol. connection cable (1,20 m)
100 – 240 Volt
yes

11. Pumps / scrapers

Other benefits:
 Full dimmability
 Electricity savings up to 70/90%
 Service life at least 15 years (50.000 hrs.)
 no flickering, no UV and IR radiation
 low heat generation
 IP 66 suitable for indoor and outdoor use
 Resistant to air containing ammonia

Lamp housing
Hue
Useful life
Protection class
Operating temperature
Suitable for exterior areas
Electrical Systems:
Connection
Voltage / frequency
Dimmable
Light output:

LED Chips from LUXEON
high quality driver from Mean Well
adjustable metal bracket
1. Mounting on the wall
2. alternatively on the ceiling
3. alternatively on the tube
spec. aluminum die casting
matt black
at least 15 years (50.000 hrs.)
IP 66
-40°C to +90°C
Indoor and outdoor

10. Slurry mixers

LED barn lighting for dairy cows, young cattle, calves and
bulls.
Good barn lighting for dairy cows means higher feed intake
and more milk up to 15%*¹.
If possible, lighting should be kept at 16 hours during the
dark season, with an intensity of 150 to 200 lux.
Furthermore, it improves animal health and "the inter-calving
period".
The main illumination should be over the lying areas and the
standing areas at the feed table.
The floodlights can be mounted and adjusted very variably
(mounting on wall, ceiling, pipe).
The light is flicker-free due to high-quality LED drivers.

Lamp:
Type / light source:
Driver
Mounting
Montage

8. Calf hutch

Technical Specifications:

Stable illumination with two rows of lights
at approx. 35m stable width

Curtains

Germany
GMBH

2. Doors

1.

An der Brücke 33-35
D-26180 Rastede
Tel: +49 (0) 4402 - 9240 - 0 E-mail: info@arntjen.com
Fax: +49 (0) 4402 - 9240 - 92 web: www.arntjen.com

Arrangement for ARNTJEN-LED-LIGHT® floodlights
Requirements:
 The examples refer to ARNTJEN-LED-LIGHT® floodlights.
 The installation height of the lamps is designed for about 7,00 or 8,00 m
 The first step requires that the owner pick the desired level of illumination (see table).
 Since listing the spacing of the lamps in longitudinal direction, the tables allow you to determine the required
number of lamps.

3. Ridges/Lights

Arntjen

4. Fans

The tables provide reference values for the use of ARNTJEN-LED-LIGHT® floodlights in the cubicle barn.
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8,30 m

2

7,10 m

Level of illumination approx.100-150 lux
ARNTJEN-LEDLIGHT®
100 watts

ARNTJEN-LEDLIGHT®
150 watts

ARNTJEN®-LEDLIGHT®
200 watts

Install.
height
7,00 m
Approx. Number
Barn
of lamp Lamp
width
rows
spacing

8,00 m
Number
of lamp Lamp
rows
spacing

8,00 m
Number
of lamp Lamp
rows
spacing

13m

1

8,30 m

--

--
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17m

2

12,50 m
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26m

3

12,50 m

--

--
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30m

--
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3

12,50 m

2

12,50 m

34-36m

--

--

3

12,50 m

2

12,50 m

Determining the number of lamps required for a sample barn
Width: 26m, length: 75m, level of illumination: approx.170-200 Lux, with: ARNTJEN-LED-LIGHT® 150 watts
Number of lamp rows (table 1, barn width defines number of lamp rows): 2 (rows) and the lamp: 7,00 m
Barn length / lamp spacing = 75,00m : 7,00m = 11,00 (round up if necessary) Lamps per row
11 Leuchten x 2 (Reihen) = 22 Lamps
dimensions and technical data without obligation.
Prices in €uro plus taxes, EXW issued: 01.07.22

further developments, improvements,
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5. Beddings
6. Waterers

1

7. Cow brush

8,00 m
Number
of lamp Lamp
rows
spacing

13m

Table 2:

Lamp spacing

25%
50%

8,00 m
Number
of lamp Lamp
rows
spacing

8. Calf hutch

Barn width

Install.
height
7,00 m
Approx. Number
Barn
of lamp Lamp
width
rows
spacing

ARNTJEN®-LEDLIGHT®
200 watts

design and price changes are reserved.

9. Barn equipment

50% 50%

ARNTJEN-LEDLIGHT®
150 watts

10. Slurry mixers

Lamp spacing

Level of illumination approx.170-200 lux
ARNTJEN-LEDLIGHT®
100 watts

11. Pumps / scrapers

Table 1:

m

12. Special products

Barn width

GMBH
An der Brücke 33-35
D-26180 Rastede
Tel: +49 (0) 4402 - 9240 - 0 E-mail: info@arntjen.com
Fax: +49 (0) 4402 - 9240 - 92 web: www.arntjen.com

ARNTJEN®LED-Control-Box

Length of the building:

________ m

Width of the building: ________ m
Height of the eaves: ________ m
Ridge height:

Each array of lamps is infinitely
dimmable

ARNTJEN-LED-CONTROL-BOX
Type 50M Europe

4. Fans

Equipment:
With lighting program
- "Daytime" and "nighttime" lighting
- Depending on time and brightness
- Set your own lighting periods
- Lamps can be switched on/off in several
groups
- With separate timer for each array of lamps
- All arrays of lamps can be dimmed
- With selector switch Manual - 0 - Automatic
- With main switch
- Plus 1 twilight switch per LED-Control-Box
(order separately!)

07444

1 array of daylight/night light lamps
Max. power consumption 11.34 KW
(designed for barns with a length of approx.
50 m /200 Lux)

Type 50M Europe with program
backup battery (for approx. 100 hrs.)
Type 50M America with programm
Backup battery (for approx. 100 hrs.)

07971
08157

Max. power consumption 5.04 KW

ARNTJEN-LED-CONTROL-BOX
Type 100M Europe

7. Cow brush

07449

2 arrays of daylight/night light lamps
Max. power consumption 13.86 KW
(designed for barns with a length of approx.
100 m 200 Lux)

07972
07871

Max. power consumption 9.45 KW

ARNTJEN-LED-CONTROL-BOX
Type 200M Europe

07450

2 arrays of daylight/night light lamps
Max. power consumption 24.57 KW
(designed for barns with a length of approx.
200 m 200 Lux)

Type 200M Europe with program
backup battery (for approx. 100 hrs.)
Twilight switch Europe
(1 pc per LED-Control-Box)
Twilight switch America
(1 pc per LED-Control-Box)

07973

8. Calf hutch

Type 100M Europe with program
backup battery (for approx. 100 hrs.)
Type 100M America with program
backup battery (for approx. 100 hrs.)

9. Barn equipment

Type 50M
Type 100M, 200M
- - We have made the process of setting up the lighting
programs as easy as can be.
- The control of the box can be set to Manual - 0 - Automatic.
- It is possible to dim both the array of daylight and the array
of night light lamps between 10 and 100 %.
- You can use the timers to define the daytime and the
nighttime lighting periods
- You have the option of using our LED lamps or specialpurpose night lights emitting "red light" and delivering a
power output of, for instance, 10 watts to provide nighttime
lighting.
- In insufficient daylight, the intelligent twilight switch decides
if it is necessary to switch on the barn light in order to reach
the necessary brightness (lux) level.
- Depending on use, the LED-Control-Box is suitable for
dairy cattle barns with a length of, for instance, approx.
50m, 100m or 200m.
Arntjen's LED lamps and the LED-Control-Box are
synonymous with supreme quality at low initial costs.
Better still: High yields from healthy animals plus extra
savings in energy costs.
Dairy barn lighting intended to enhance performance
requires that the barn be lit evenly with 150-200 lux.
Lactating cows need 16 hours of light and 8 hours of
darkness. Dry cows, on the other hand, need 8 hours of light
and 16 hours of darkness. The economic efficiency of this
investment is due to not only the higher yield produced by
the cows but also the improved health and fertility of the
animals.
Request your personal quote: Phone +49 (0)4402-92 40-0
We will draft a lighting plan to help you with your
lighting needs.
We require the following information for this purpose:

3. Ridges/Lights

ARNTJEN®LED-CONTROL-BOX

Item
no.

5. Beddings

Description

6. Waterers

Item

2. Doors

1. Curtains

Germany

06366
08158

________ m

10. Slurry mixers

Arntjen

50%

50%

25% 50%

25%

dimensions and technical data without obligation.
Prices in €uro plus taxes, EXW issued: 01.07.22

further developments, improvements,
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design and price changes are reserved.

12. Special products

Other possible applications of the ARNTJEN-LED-LIGHT® for indoor
and outdoor use: Industrial enterprises, manufacturing shops, food plants,
cold storage facilities, warehouses, parking garages/lots, traffic lights,
agriculture, cattle barns, workshops, etc.

11. Pumps / scrapers

Lamp spacing

GMBH
An der Brücke 33-35
D-26180 Rastede
Tel: +49 (0) 4402 - 9240 - 0 Email: info@arntjen.com
Fax: +49 (0) 4402 - 9240 - 92 Web: www.arntjen.com

LED lamps are more expensive
upfront!
LED lamps are slightly more costly LED outdoor beam
than conventional lamps. However,
this is only true as far as the
purchasing price is concerned. You
will find that the benefits of lower
energy, installation and servicing
costs as well as the long useful life
afford you a quick return on your
investment.
Notice on LED installation
The heat generated by the LED
lamp needs to be dissipated
appropriately. This will extend the
useful life and guarantee a high LED floodlight
light output over the long run.

07676

LED outdoor beam
07677
with motion sensor
2500 lumen, LED25, approx. 35 watts2
for farmyard illumination

LEDs involve no maintenance
costs!
Thanks to their long useful life LED
lamps usually do not require a
LED street light
change of the illuminants.

5. Floor coverings
6. Waterers

07675

LED floodlight
07678
8000 lumen, LED80, approx. 60 watts3
for large-area farmyard lighting

LED street light
07679
3100 lumen, LED35, approx. 24 watts4
dimmable, spigot Ø 76 mm
Technical specifications (damp-proof luminaire, outdoor
beam, floodlight, street light):

LED disposal
LED lamps are plain electric scrap
rather than hazardous waste such
as fluorescent lamps or energyefficient lamps which contain
mercury.

Cover
Luminous color
Burning life
Voltage
IP
Manufacturer

: 1 Satin-finish polycarbonate
: 4,000 Kelvin
: ± 50,000 hours*
: 230 volts (220 - 240 Volt mains)
: 1 IP65 / 2 IP54 / 3 IP65 / 4 IP66
: European brand-name manufacturer

dimensions and technical data without obligation.
Prices in €uro plus taxes, EXW issued: 01.07.22

07674

7. Cow brushes

LEDs without UV and infrared LED damp-proof
radiation
luminaire
The light spectrum of the LEDs is
within the "visible range" and free
of UV or infrared radiation. This
prevents the plastic enclosure from
becoming "brittle" and provides for
a gentler illumination of the
products. Better still, LED lighting
does not attract any flies (insects).

LED damp-proof luminaire
2200 lumen, LED22S,
approx. 23 watts1
(L1200) 122 cm external dimension
LED damp-proof luminaire
4000 lumen, LED40S,
approx. 41 watts 1
(L1200) 122 cm external dimension
LED damp-proof luminaire
6000 lumen, LED60S,
approx. 48 watts1
(L1500) 150 cm external dimension

8. Calf hutches

LED lamps are robust!
No other lamps are as resistant to
vibrations, blows and percussions
as LED lights.

ARNTJEN NIGHT-LIGHT LED 10 W
(red light)
pcs 07115

Further development as well as design
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and price changes reserved.

9. Barn equipment

ARNTJEN NIGHT
LIGHT LED

4. Fans

ARNTJEN NIGHT-LIGHT LED
Emitting a soothing red light, the 10
Watt LED lamps will not disturb the
cows while resting and keep the farmer
safe while he is making his round
through the barn.
± 25,000 hours of operation

10. Slurry mixers

LEDs help conserve energy!
A 20 Watt LED lamp generates the
same output as a 36 Watt
fluorescent lamp.

3. Lighting ridge/lights

LED lamps for barn
and farmyard

11. E-pumps/manure removal

LED lamps
- The benefits -

LED lamps last for a long time!
Offering a burning life of approx.
50,000 hrs, they will last for 20-25
years when used 6 hours a day.
Their capacity will then still be
approx. 70% of their initial
brightness.

Item
no.

Description

12. Special products

Item

2. Doors

1. Curtain

Arntjen Germany

